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• Overview of National Development Approach (1960 – Present)

• An Overview of Nigeria’s Non-Oil Minerals sector opportunities.

• Our strategy for leveraging Nigeria’s Mineral Assets to Support
National Development.

• Partnering with the Nigerian accounting community.

Today’s presentation will focus on 4 key issues:



Since independence, Nigeria has drafted and launched successive
development plans all designed to improve the quality of lives of
Nigerians.

1960-1969 1970-1979 1980-1989 1990-1999 2000-2009 2010-2020

1946 – 1955 
Ten Year 

Development 
Plan (Colonial 

Office)

1955 – 1962 
Development 
Plan(Colonial 

Office)

First National 
Development 

Plan
(1962 – 1968)

Second 
National 

Development 
Plan

(1970– 1974)

Third  
National 

Development 
Plan

(1975 – 1980)

Fourth 
National 

Development 
Plan

(1981 – 1985)

Fifth  National 
Development 

Plan
(1988 – 1992)

3 Year
Rolling Plan
(1990 – 1992)

Medium Term Economic 
Framework 

(2000 – Present)



1905 – 1972 (Investor 
led)

• 1995: Ministry of 
Solid Minerals created

• 1972 – 1999 (State Led)
2007 – Present (Reform focused)

•2007: Revised Minerals 
& Mining Act signed to 
reduce discretionary 
powers and streamline 
licensing

•2008: National Minerals 
& Metals Policy 
published

•2011: Minerals & Mining 
Regulations issued

•1972: Nigerian Mining 
Corporation formed; 
start of nationalization

Source: EITI.org, USGS Mineral Yearbook (various), Fed. Ministry of Solid Minerals, Nigeria Mining Cadastral Office
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•1905: First tin ores 
mined in Jos by Royal 
Niger Company

•1979: National Iron Ore 
Mining Company 
created in Itakpe

• 1906: Coal explored in 
Enugu; mining started 
shortly after

•1999 – present 

- Privatizations and management outsourcing of state mining assets e.g. ALSCON, NAFCON, 
Delta Steel

- Issuance of licenses to mix of domestic and foreign players; result is a number of Indian, 
Australian and Canadian junior miners have entered focused on gold, iron ore and lead zinc

- Majority have conducted extensive exploration and confirmed reserves but few are conducting 
large scale mining due to cost / financing issues

•1999: Initial 
Minerals & Mining 
Act signed

• 6 types of titles issued
• “First Come Allocation Basis”
•“Use it or Lose it” rules
• Royalty based system
• Mining cadastre office opened•1905 – 1972 

- Private investors and companies 
responsible for majority of 
mining, while making royalty and 
lease payments to regional and 
federal government

Mining has not been a major lever in tackling poverty because the
nationalization of the sector in 1972 froze investment; all activity since
2007 has been focused on reviving the sector



Weak monitoring

& evaluation

Insufficient / 
misallocated 

resources

Unproductive 
political 

interference

Unclear 
implementation 
accountabilities

• Little continuity 
and congruence 
across political 
cycles limiting 
planning and 
sustained impact

• Most interventions 
and programs have 
no clear owners 
for actions, 
initiatives, 
milestones and 
targets; where clear 
owners existed e.g. 
LGAs, many did not 
have capacity to 
execute

• Limited baseline 
data and poor 
data quality / 
integrity. As a 
result, most 
interventions  are 
susceptible to 
mismanagement 
and poor 
execution

• Most programs have 
been marred by 
funding gaps and 
misuse / 
misappropriation of 
funds due to poor 
feasibility or design, 
and systemic 
corruption.

These plans have often failed to achieve their target for 4 relatively
consistent reasons which also relate to the mining sector:



As a result, based on preliminary calculations using the 17 SDG categories,
data suggests Nigeria still has a significant ways to travel:

Preliminary Global SDG Index: Ranking by Score Using Geometric Mean

Source: Sustainable Development Solutions Network (15 February 2016) Working Paper



REDUCE ECONOMY’S 
HISTORICAL OIL DEPENDENCY

SOLVE THE YOUTH 
UNEMPLOYMENT

• Nigeria’s economy, and 
government expenditures is 
heavily dependent on earnings 
from the oil and gas sector export 
earnings (~$76 billion in 2014)

• Mining and related services is 
~0.3% or about N400 billion of 
GDP; other key sectors include 
agribusiness at 22% and 
manufacturing 6.8%

• Vital that policy choices 
incentize investors to help 
build up mining

• About 70% of Nigeria’s 
population is under 35 years of 
age

• Unemployment levels are high, 
in some cases approaching 30% 
- 50% in certain age and 
education categories

• Critical that we 2 million jobs 
per annum to help absorb 
such talent over the coming 
decade; mining can be an 
important part of the solution

“Our government came into 
office at a time when many 
people had abandoned the 
country’s manufacturing, 
agricultural and mining 

sectors.  We are doing our 
utmost best to encourage 
diversification into these 

sectors which can employ a 
lot of people...”

President
Muhammadu Buhari,

Oct. 5, 2015 

Source: Lit search, Investor interviews, Ministry of Mines and Steel Development

To improve Nigeria’s SDG performance and achieve our national
development goals, the Ministry within its broad remit is focused on 2
specific targets:
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Nigeria has significant mining potential across multiple mining
assets; however these assets remain largely untapped

We are however 
focusing on 

promoting the 
following minerals 
based on our vast 
reserves and their 

commercial 
viability:

•Coal

•Lead/Zinc

•Iron Ore

•Gold

•Bitumen

•Barites

•Limestone



The recent announcement in ‘The Australian’ of a large Nickel find in
Kaduna State is an illustration of the type of activities emerging in
Nigerian mining



Notes: EDI = Exploration Development Incentive, EPBS = Enhanced Project By-law Scheme; higher mining production index indicates 
better performance. Policy perception index is the outcome of surveys of investors working in the market. Nigeria’s scores reflect the 
absence of global mining majors and juniors. Source: Fraser institute annual- Survey of Mining Companies, 2014; Literature Search.
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Corporate Income Tax & Royalties

Tax
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Iron ore

Nigeria is open for business, and investors entering the mining
sector will work in a world class regulatory regime that has already
issued hundreds of mineral licenses:



EDI 
encourages 
shareholder 
investment in 
small 
exploration 
companies by 
offering tax 
credits

Companies 
under stability 
tax agreements 
charged flat tax 
rate (4-5%), 
lower than 
progressive tax 
rate paid by 
others

CAPEX by 
mining 
companies can 
be fully 
deducted 
against tax
E.g. spending 
on prospecting; 
mining 
equipment etc.

Tax structure 
permits 
depletion 
deduction 
which can 
lower federal 
income tax rate 
by ~3%

Tax holiday for 
an initial period 
of 3 years from 
commencement 
of operations

Australia Chile South Africa USA Nigeria

Notes: EDI = Exploration Development Incentive, EPBS = Enhanced Project By-law Scheme; higher mining production index indicates 
better performance. Policy perception index is the outcome of surveys of investors working in the market. Nigeria’s scores reflect the 
absence of global mining majors and juniors. Source: Fraser institute annual- Survey of Mining Companies, 2014; Literature Search.

Investors will find that Nigeria’s financial incentive systems are competitive 
versus other mining destinations

Financial Incentives



5% import duty 
for importing 
mining 
equipment.
Additional 
import 
processing 
charge

6%  import 
duty for 
importing 
mining 
equipment

0%  import 
duty rate for 
importing 
mining 
equipment

0%  import 
duty rate for 
importing 
mining 
equipment

Exemption 
from customs 
and import 
duties on 
mining 
equipment*

Australia Chile South Africa USA Nigeria

Notes: EDI = Exploration Development Incentive, EPBS = Enhanced Project By-law Scheme; higher mining production index indicates 
better performance. Policy perception index is the outcome of surveys of investors working in the market. Nigeria’s scores reflect the 
absence of global mining majors and juniors. Source: Fraser institute annual- Survey of Mining Companies, 2014; Literature Search.

Customs Duties

Nigeria’s Customs rules are also comparable to top tier mining
markets and destinations:



21 years. Indefinite. 30 years. 20 years. 25 years.

Lease Duration & Ownership Requirements

Australia Chile South Africa USA Nigeria

Notes: EDI = Exploration Development Incentive, EPBS = Enhanced Project By-law Scheme; higher mining production index indicates 
better performance. Policy perception index is the outcome of surveys of investors working in the market. Nigeria’s scores reflect the 
absence of global mining majors and juniors. Source: Fraser institute annual- Survey of Mining Companies, 2014; Literature Search.

Access to mineral leases as well as the legal framework for exploiting
such leases are more attractive in Nigeria than other markets:

Acquisition of 
15% or more 
interest in any 
Australian 
mining 
company.
Acquisition of 
interest in an 
operational 
mine

Non-
discrimination 
between 
domestic and 
foreign-owned 
entities

26% stake by a 
local directly or 
via holding 
company

N/A Foreign 
company to 
incorporate 
local subsidiary 
(with 
exceptions)



How can Nigeria use mining 
to support national 
development? 

The Ministry working with a 
broad network of 
stakeholders has developed 
a clear approach to the 
question



Aspiration

Build a world class minerals and mining ecosystem designed to 
serve a targeted domestic and export market for minerals and 
metals.

Such a sector by emphasizing beneficiation, sustainability, shared 
wealth creation, and environmental justice will become a critical 
lever in achieving the SDGs for Nigeria



Where to play

Nigeria will focus on 
rebuilding its minerals 
and mining and related 
processing industry in 3 
phases:

•Phase 1: Win over domestic 
users of industrial minerals 
that are currently importing

•Phase 2: Focus on 
expanding domestic ore and 
mineral asset processing 
capacities 

•Phase 3: Return to global 
ore and mineral markets at a 
market competitive price 
point.



How to Win

Nigeria will seek to build a minerals and mining sector initially focused on 
using its industrial mineral endowment to support industrialisation; 
private investors and companies will be facilitated to lead this charge. 

Initiatives

Nigeria will invest in a range of initiatives including infrastructure 
investments, technical and engineering capacity, regulatory reform, re-
organisation of the Ministry itself, and expansion of access to financing to 
drive sector transformation.

Implementation Approach

Ministry will launch a specialised team (the Mining Investment Strategy 
Team, MIST) to drive implementation of the Roadmap over the coming 
decade. The MIST will work with private investors to focus on results 
delivery.



The strategy will move Nigeria towards the 17 key SDG targets i.e.
enhance our capacity to create jobs, while mitigating challenges such
as climate change

Create thousands of 
new jobs in mines 

and supporting 
services

Use ASM and other 
tools to improve 
gender access to 

wealth / jobs

Coordinate rural 
infrastructure to 

support mining, agric
and processing 

investments

Expansion of mining 
creates options in 

rural areas, reducing 
urban migration



Estimate of mining sector’s contribution to GDP, 2015-2025 (US$ billions)

Note: 1. We assume a 10% per annum mining sector growth rate.  2. We assume a conservative 2x multiplier effect for Nigeria. Based on 
global comparable analysis of mining jurisdictions including South Africa, Ghana and Australia. Mining typically has a 1.5x – 4.0x multiplier 
effect on related and supporting sectors e.g. chemicals, equipment and services, hence its impact is broader than direct royalty and tax 
receipts. Source: Facts about mining ins South Africa (South Africa Chamber of Mines, November 2012), The Socio-Economic Impact of 
Newmont Ghana Gold Limited (Newmont Ghana Gold Limited, June 2011), The economic contribution of large scale gold mining in Peru
(World Gold Council, May 2012). South Africa: IDC and Quantec study, Bain Analysis, Federal Ministry of Mines and Steel Development.

More specifically, the strategy is expected to boost mining’s
contribution to GDP to over $27 billion by 2025:



• Nigerian accountants and financial institutions have not dealt with 
mining for a long time; we ask that you invest in retraining your members 
to become up to speed on key accounting provisions for the mining sector, 
help companies report accurately, and enthrone the right mind set

• For Nigeria to capture and appropriately expend the royalty and other income 
streams from mining, we need your support to help FIRS, Customs, Ministry 
of Environment, Civil Defence and other key government agencies to 
unlock mining’s full potential; we ask that you help us build a differentiated 
sector and avoid the missteps made in the oil sector

• A new generation of Nigerian mining companies and service providers 
will emerge; we ask that you invest in understanding their needs so we can 
build an ecosystem of professional support for these companies

• A number of your firms have strong global mining relationships; we ask that 
you leverage these to invite your mining network clients to explore Nigeria’s 
potential; we will provide you with all the data support you need

Using mining to deliver on our development goals requires that all
hands be on deck. We need your active involvement to create shared
prosperity:



Welcome to Mining for Shared Prosperity.

Thank you.

Dr. Kayode Fayemi, CON
Minister
Ministry of Mines and Steel Development
Federal Republic of Nigeria

October, 2016
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